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Custom Wedding Stationery


create your dream suite, just for you





The sky is the limit as we start to brainstorm original stationery design ideas just for you and your financeâ€™. Save the Dates, Invitation Suites, Day-of Stationery, or a combination of any of the three, weâ€™ll create your dream suite from the ground up, just for you. 
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The

Details


Printing processes can include digital offset printing, foil stamping, letterpress or thermography. Materials can include cotton stock, colored or textured stock, acrylic stock and various hand-selected ribbons and embellishments. 


investment

A typical Ivory Isle Designs custom client will invest around 6% of their budget on stationery. Custom watercolor artwork is included and artwork created for your suite will be exclusive to you, meaning it will never be used again in any other stationery. 
	Custom save the dates start at $800. 
	Custom wedding invitations start at $2,500 for 100 wedding invitation suites.  
	Day-of stationery is priced a la carte.









inquire to get started




The

Process
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01.

02.

03.

04.

06.

05.

07.

08.


Meet for our Discovery Call, where we learn about your vision and ideas.
Based on your needs, we create and send your estimate and timeline. If you choose to move forward, we send your contract and receive your deposit.
Next, we will send you an information form, to receive your content and information.
We'll send the first round of your design.
We'll revise your design, based on your feedback. For Custom Wedding Stationery, you receive unlimited rounds of revisions.
Once we have your approval, you'll pay your final balance, and we will begin production.
We assemble and mail everything to you.
As applicable, we will design your invitations and day-of stationery accordingly.








Featured Galleries


Each piece was tailored to its specific couple, so no two are alike. 
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Spoon and Cherry with Skyline – Minneapolis, Minnesota
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Bold in Big Sur
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Italian Luxury in Southern Florida, Villa Woodbine
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Beautiful at the Beach
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Fabulous in France
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Classic at the Cathedral






view all featured custom work




kind words from past clients






"We loved working with her so much!"

"Josie is extremely responsive and easy to work with. She is able to transform your vision into reality. Not only was she able to capture the beauty of San Miguel from the pictures we shared with her, but also, the feeling we wanted to evoke for our guests from beginning to end in all of our wedding paper. I would highly recommend Ivory Isle Designs!"

Kate P, 2022 bride



"Working with Josie was a dream."

"We couldnâ€™t be happier with the final products! From the custom monogram, to the welcome signs, to the custom painting of our venue, everything was stunning. We received so many compliments about how beautiful and unique our invitations were! Josie was an amazing support system throughout the whole process and offered her own advice too!"

Erica H, 2022 bride



"Josie was amazing to work with."

"She created the most beautiful custom invitations and day-of stationary for us. Her email responses were always quick, professional, and very detailed, which is exactly what I needed as an anxious bride. She answered my etiquette questions thoughtfully and even made sure I was aware of some quirks with the USPS as we were designing my envelopes."

Allison M, 2022 bride



"I HIGHLY recommend Josie!"

"Josie was amazing to work with! She was fast to respond and willing to make any changes needed. Her work is stunning, I love the invitations she created for us! The invitation suites were so beautiful that I didn't even want to take them out of the boxes to send to our guest! I HIGHLY recommend Ivory Isle Designs!!"

Danielle M, 2022 bride



"It really was a joy working with Josie."

"She demonstrated impressive amounts of patience and professionalism in working with us over the course of two insane years! We worked with Josie to design our invitations and the results were absolute perfection. Our family continues to talk about our "magazine" wedding and Josie's ability to customize our paper goods really contributed to that experience." 

Caitlin F, 2022 bride



"Josie was absolutely phenomenal!"

"Iâ€™m a bit of a planner, so I reached out over a year out from our wedding. She took my planning in stride and kept in touch throughout the entire process. She was patient with me and my indecisiveness, and always gave a second opinion if it was needed. The invitations are BEAUTIFUL and I cannot wait to send them out :)"

Laura T, 2022 bride



"Josie is great to work with!"

"Josie is great to work with and we loved the invitation she created for us! She is so talented and took our theme to the next level with a custom sketch that felt so special. She kept us in the loop during ever step of the process and I knew we were in great hands!"

Kaitlyn h, 2022 bride



"I loved Josieâ€™s work!"



She was very organized, detailed, and tried to ensure our theme was captured in her work! I loved all the pieces she made for us - itineraries, bar signs (my absolute favorite), invitation suites, watercolor painting of our venue, all pieces that were seen throughout our ceremony and reception.. the details were amazing!

Angelica S, 2022 bride



"...brought to life our dream wedding."


Working with Josie on our wedding invitations truly brought to life our dream wedding. We chose to have her paint a scene from our venue, which she so graciously helped us decide on. The piece is truly beautiful and captured the romance and beauty that exists both at the farm venue and now on paper. Josie was amazing to work with from start to finish.

Laila B, 2022 bride



"Willing to work with your vision."

I would consider us a pretty tough/difficult customer that she had to deal with. Josie was always super professional and had a great attitude, not to mention she was super punctual. She also was super open to feedback - after our first round of proofs she was great with feedback we provided and she had a ton of other creative suggestions that ultimately helped us get to our end result.

Preston P, 2022 bride



"Josie is worth every penny."


Josie was extremely timely, professional, and a pleasure to work with. We were so pleased with the quality of the watercolor of our venue. Josie is an excellent communicator and is extremely organized. We also decided to use her business again to create a custom watercolor duogram for our thank you letters. Online shops can be hit-or-miss, but Josie at Ivory Isle Designs is worth every penny.

Rachel P, 2022 bride
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Handcrafting art and keepsake stationery youâ€™ll want to cherish forever.

CHOOSE A READY MADE DESIGN


let's create something custom


build from semi-custom offerings
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Send Your

Inquiry


for custom stationery from ivory isle designs
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Ivory Isle Art & Design is a watercolor wedding stationery design and illustration company, specializing in custom, semi-custom, commissioned artwork, and art prints.

Brand and Website Design by With Grace and Gold
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